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“Managing over 50,000 line items on each of our sites and needing all stock levels
set to ensure the right parts are in the right place at the right time for the right
cost whilst satisfying a continuously changing service level – it’s difficult to know
where to start!”

Because building an effective and adaptable MRO 
management capability, with strategic decisions driven 
by good data, is one of the best risk management steps 
your business can make.

Because your MRO activities, particularly inventory 
procurement and management, are some of the most 
complex business processes carried out within your 
organisation - and you need to understand them to 
retain control.

Because you are expected to know exactly what is 
going on in every corner of your organisation and have 
an up to date commanding view of the ‘big picture’ 
now matter how fragmented or complex your MRO 
information management systems - that’s not easy.

Because getting it right can save your business huge 
sums through lowering total cost of asset ownership 
...... and just the thought of getting it wrong keeps you 
(and your competitors) awake.
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Why | what | how | who | when ?

Because you know that your MRO operations can 
improve and you particularly want to achieve the 
following:

• A fuller understanding of your continuously changing 
global MRO inventory position and supplier base.

• To pro-actively set and manage MRO inventory stock 
levels working as one integrated business not as a  
collection of disparate sites.

• Closer integration of your MRO inventory 
management objectives with those of Production and 
Maintenance.

• Knowledge of your risk exposure to suppliers.

• Better control of MRO data quality across your 
business.

• To minimise expensive waste attributable to excess 
inventory and lost production due to shortages.



In modern asset intensive businesses, day to day 
operational MRO activities are now very effectively 
managed through one or more ERP or EAM 
applications.  But on their own these applications are 
often not enough.

MRO@nalytics provide a secure portal for delivering 
the strategic MRO data tools your business also needs 
to carry out those critical tasks that are best 
conducted outside the ERP/EAM environment.

We operate a suite of web delivered supporting 
applications that, coupled with your regional 
ERP/EAMs, enable you to work right across your 
business to manage risk, reduce cost and drive up 
productivity.

For multi-site global businesses you can now begin to 
leverage your MRO data and start realising the 
economies of scale to gain competitive advantage.
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Amongst the features MRO@nalytics provides within 
its integrated configurable application suite are:

• Risk based stock level analysis tools
• Multi-site inventory pooling support
• Material master management
• Global supplier/equipment risk reporting
• Global MRO stock oversight
• Inventory spend analysis
• Maintenance strategy development support
• Incident recording
• Through life inventory level planning
• MRO knowledge repository
• Investment recovery support

Why | what | how | who | when ?



Our focus is on allowing you to implement MRO 
business processes and tools that work well and can 
be rapidly and cost effectively deployed across your 
business worldwide.  

We manage and deliver our MRO solutions so that you 
don’t have to worry about them and can concentrate 
on what you do best.

Fundamentally we have to continuously aggregate, 
process and enhance the key data held in your many 
operational MRO data systems globally in order to 
analyse it and provide you with the information that 
really matters.
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Some of our key technology features include:

Built for mobile working - tablet PCs mean that managers 
can be out there making and driving forward business 
decisions confident they are backed up by insightful data.

Big data - Handling large volumes of continuously changing 
MRO data sourced from your various ERP/EAM systems is 
not trivial. - we do it right.

Inspired Displays - Clearly conveying the insights delivered by 
our analytic work to your peers is essential for making your 
business case.  We continuously seek innovative new 
methods of displaying complex data.

Secure access anywhere - browser deployed over the web -
matches the way you work.  SaaS - the cost effective way of 
delivering your non core applications.

Tailored flexible delivery - because no two businesses are 
identical.  We thrive on building solutions to complex MRO 
business problems. 

Distributed team support - To be effective in a dynamic 
working environment we design from the outset to support 
distributed team working across multiple sites with workflow 
and replication to rapidly promulgate benefits established at 
one site across your organisation.
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“The one thing your
business can’t
manufacture is time”

…and wasted time means wasted business opportunity.  
Furthermore, failing to identify, quantify and manage 
MRO related risk exposes you to sudden and potentially 
catastrophic future consequences.

MRO@nalytics delivers immediate business benefit 
which increases with wider and fuller implementation 
across your organisation.

So the answer to the question “When ?” is how about 
starting right now.

Why | what | how | who | when ?

MRO management activities, particularly inventory 
related ones, can involve many individuals and systems 
both within and outside your organisation and cross 
many functional lines. These include:

• Procurement
• Stores
• Maintenance
• Production
• Finance
• Asset Recovery
• IT
• Finance
• Risk Management

If you have responsibilities that involve some or all of 
these functions, especially corporate wide, then 
MRO@nalytics can help you in your role.
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Hopefully this is enough of an overview for you to 
decide whether you want to know more. If you do, we 
would like to talk and hear about the difficult MRO 
management information issues you are trying to solve 
in your business today. 

Please fill in the form opposite so that we can get back 
to you or call us direct on

+44(0)117 370 0623

www.mro-analytics.com

Take Control Today

Contact 

http://www.mro-analytics.com

